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In a matter of months, the pandemic that began in early 2020 transformed the way we
collectively work. Slowly-building trends in technology, service delivery, and telework suddenly
exploded as companies and their employees were forced into a work-from-home or work-fromanywhere approach. Home offices sprung up in spare rooms, dining rooms and even closets.
Video conferencing went from novel to normal. And parking spaces designated for online-order
pickups popped up outside restaurants, pharmacies and public libraries.
One year later, it’s clear that many of these leaps forward will be permanent. Nearly seven in 10
full-time workers in the U.S worked from home during COVID-19, and the vast majority of them
say they want to have the option to continue to do so when the pandemic is over, according to
the latest Owl Labs/Global Workplace Analytics State of the Remote Workplace report. Video
conferencing, cloud storage systems and cybersecurity tools all saw dramatically increased
use.
For public employers with the communications technology in place and employees accustomed
to working primarily from a computer, the transition to remote work may have been bumpy, but
it likely didn’t require an entire change in culture. But for governments more reliant on hands-on
dealings with constituents and employees, there has been a steep learning curve to getting
systems in place that don't always require face-to-face service delivery. Many are wondering
what this means for the future of the public-sector workplace and its employees.
To be sure, governments face challenges beyond adopting new technology and ways of
working. The pandemic-driven recession has produced budget deficits for some states and
many localities, although for the most part those gaps aren’t as big as initially feared. But these
unusual times also create an opportunity for leaders who want to reimagine how government
works for its constituents — and many of them already are. Even as the end of the pandemic
remains a fuzzy point on the horizon, it’s already clear there is an opportunity to emerge
stronger than before. The following analysis will examine the challenges and some successes
governments have experienced as they have adapted to new technology, remote work and
online service delivery, paving the way for the next transformation in government.
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When the pandemic took hold and shutdowns were ordered across states, cities, and counties
last March, local governments were largely unprepared to operate without staff in the office.
Telework was still generally viewed as allowable only under special circumstances, and only
about one in five local government employees on average had experience working from home.
For a lot of places, setting up remote work routines and expectations was done on the fly.
Equipping workers was an immediate challenge, and it wasn’t just a laptop issue. In Indianapolis,
which repurposed unused police department laptops for other agencies’ employees to take home,
officials also discovered that some of their workers didn’t have internet access at home. To
resolve the issue, the city worked with local providers to install hotspots.
Effective communication with remote workers was also an immediate logistics concern during
the early days of the pandemic. With the sudden shift to working from home, many managers
were left wondering how they would track their employees’ time or measure productivity. Many
had to adjust to making their interactions with employees more intentional. After all, they could no
longer rely on stopping by someone’s desk to chat. Mobile options to manage the workforce
quickly became a popular option for maintaining real-time connection and communication with a
dispersed workforce. Many places also turned to scheduled daily briefings, employee town halls
on specific topics, and weekly check-ins as ways of regularly connecting with their employees.
The ability to be nimble and erring on the side of overcommunicating were two key ingredients
that managers cited as successful strategies. “Never has flexibility been so important in my
career — it’s a whole other level,” said Ken Clark, the controller for Indianapolis and Marion
County. “We have staff spread all over the city. It displayed for me what a challenging area it was
for us in being able to communicate effectively with all of our staff in all the things we do.”
Beginning in April 2020, funding from the federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act made it possible for many local governments to make permanent investments in
technological upgrades enabling remote work. More than $1.2 billion from the CARES Act’s
Coronavirus Relief Fund was spent that year on improving public employees’ telework
capabilities, according to the most recent CRF oversight report. The city of Dallas reported one of
the highest local expenditures in this category: more than $22 million as of the close of 2020.
Indianapolis reported $10.1 million in telework expenses paid from the CRF.

But infrastructure is just one piece of the puzzle. Many challenges remain, particularly when it
comes to adapting current policy to meet the new reality of the public-sector workplace and its
employees. The most common concern managers still have is that of productivity. There remains
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a belief among many that employees need to be in the office with supervisors close by to
effectively do their jobs. “Everybody wants to telework, but that’s not practical for local
governments,” one city manager told us. “We’re a services business.” That widespread mindset is
evident in some significant backsliding from the massive initial shift to telework. According to the
most recent survey of state and local government employees conducted by the Center for State &
Local Government Excellence at ICMA-RC, the prevalence of full-time remote work decreased
from 42% in May to just 16% in October. (Something similar was happening in the overall U.S.
workforce, where Gallup found the percentage working remotely full-time falling from 51% to 33%
over the same period.)
It would seem that in some local governments, the flexibility that worked well at the beginning of
the pandemic has been viewed as an emergency response. But there is a danger in returning to
the pre-pandemic view of the office. With the telework cat out of the bag, the old approach not
only seems out of step but has the potential to alienate good employees.
The warning signs are already here. According to the SLGE survey, many employees reported
growing COVID fatigue and feelings of burnout, and that their compensation was not on par with
the risks they were taking for their jobs. Fewer than half said they were satisfied with their
employer. The number saying work-related pandemic stress has made them consider changing
jobs increased from 20% in May to 31% in October. And in a clear signal to managers, an
overwhelming majority, 70%, cited flexible work scheduling as the most appealing non-traditional
employee benefit.
Of course, remote work isn’t practical for a wide range of positions in government. Police can’t
serve and protect via video conference, and librarians can’t catalog books and fulfill requests by
robot (yet). And not all employees are comfortable working away from the office. While some
workers have been more productive in 2020, others have needed more hands-on guidance and
help. For these employees, maintaining worker safety is a top priority. While no single method
guarantees safety from infection, there are some things that can start at the door such as daily
attestation statements and contact tracing, if needed.
So while municipalities are not going to be “remote-first” organizations like Facebook or Google,
some are successfully using their experience in the pandemic to finally become remote-friendly
workplaces. “We are having more conversations about telecommuting, more family-friendly hours
and more flexibility within work days,” said TJ Plante, the chief administrative and financial officer
for Springfield, Massachusetts. “There are a lot of employees who proved to themselves that they
can do all the work they have to do and they don’t have to be in the building. So we are at the
beginning point of that conversation for a lot of positions that aren’t public-facing.”

Montgomery County, Maryland, is now in the process of redesigning its work options to
accommodate telework for thousands of employees. Human Resources Manager Berke Atilla
said doing so requires a shift in the mindset of supervisors from time management to task
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management — that is, focusing on the end result and not overly managing the process simply
because employees aren’t visible. “You do have to give tools to managers so they can continue
to monitor outcomes, but that needs to be balanced,” Attila said. “Some of our managers were
asking individuals to come up with a plan every day and then submit and deliver their results at
the end of day. I ask them, ‘Would you do that if they were in the office?’”

There are many questions still to answer for governments, and each locality will work out its
own approach. Some, for example, are debating whether to require teleworkers to live within the
jurisdiction, while others are taking the opposite approach: considering using telework to cast a
nationwide hiring net for certain positions. But it’s clear from employee sentiment and overall
workforce trends that governments that are friendly to telework will be at an advantage in the
post-pandemic era.

If shifting to telework was a logistical and managerial challenge for governments, rethinking
service delivery in a remote world was a real exercise of willpower and creativity. Governments
have been automating more and more services over the years, but the situation created by the
pandemic accelerated that trend. Again, technology and funding from the CARES Act played a
key role in helping governments stand up services online. More than $4.4 billion in CRF money
was spent on distance learning alone in 2020, according to federal statistics. A survey of 385
local-government leaders and staffers by The Atlas, Emerging Local Government Leaders,
SeeClickFix, and Route Fifty on COVID-19’s impacts on service delivery found that more than
95% used software to maintain service levels and that three-quarters adopted new technology
to maintain community engagement and communications within the first few months of the
pandemic.
Business services were a key priority, and dozens of permitting processes were moved online —
sometimes in a matter of days. Stockton, California, implemented its online permit system for
outdoor dining in just 24 hours. In 72 hours, it created online permitting for nail salons and
similar businesses. Governments were also able to adapt other essential services through
video. Building inspectors began doing their work via a video feed. Public meetings began being
conducted via teleconference and video conference. The business of government adjusted for
the most part in a matter of months.
Quality-of-life services also adapted. Libraries quickly established systems for residents to order
books and schedule a parking-lot pickup. Recreation centers began offering classes over video
conference. Some have even gone mobile: Long Beach, California, for example, created a
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mobile recess program that brings recreational activities into neighborhoods without access to
nearby parks. Health departments have also hit the road to bring services and COVID-19 testing
into underserved areas.
This rapid expansion and adaptation of government services has mostly been heralded as a
major advancement in making government more accessible to all regardless of Zip code or
schedule. But it’s also helped employees keep their jobs as governments have created new
roles. In Springfield, Massachusetts, where school bus drivers went from driving kids around to
delivering meals and laptops to them, Mayor Domenic Sarno said he has not had to lay off any
employees since the pandemic started.
But there are challenges in this approach. For starters, there’s an age gap. Email, social media
and text messaging might be a more efficient way of reaching working parents, but among the
older, less-tech-savvy population it’s the least effective way of delivering information and
services. That’s been made painfully apparent in the early months of 2021 with the COVID-19
vaccine rollout. Navigating the online appointment-booking systems employed by many
governments and providers has proven particularly difficult for many older Americans. Video
meetings are another example: while they are increasing participation among younger
constituents, older residents tend not to be as comfortable with the format. Governments need
to do their due diligence and meet their constituents where their comfort level is. Expanding
accessibility to some groups should not come at the expense of access for others.
Another top concern is cybersecurity. High-profile attacks have hit major cities including Atlanta,
Baltimore and New Orleans. School districts and smaller towns have also been targeted, with a
large number of Texas towns, in particular, falling victim to attacks.
Home devices used to access government office networks are more likely to become infected
with malware or spyware, and home Wi-Fi networks may rely on routers with weaker security.
Virtual private network software products also have a host of security issues: some
cybercriminals target organizations specifically through VPN vulnerabilities. There is also a
higher risk of employees who are working from home, where they might be less suspicious than
they would be working in an office, getting fooled by “spoofing” or “phishing” email scams that
subject their office networks to data breaches, ransomware or other cyber-damage.
A Moody’s Investors Service analysis in the fall of 2020 noted that with the increase in remote
work the potential for damaging cyberattacks had intensified. “As local governments continue
to shift more essential services online, risks will increase,” the authors warned. The risk should
also demand continued IT security investments, but Moody’s said “investing in cybersecurity will
prove challenging as lower revenue growth and an environment of fiscal austerity continue with
the economic downturn.”
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The pandemic-driven recession has not followed any of the usual economic
rules. In forcing governments (and organizations in general) out of their comfortable
and long-held attitudes about the way things should be done, it has presented leaders with
an opportunity to embrace transformation.

Technology will play a key role, but unlike in the Great Recession, when governments turned to tech
merely to operate with fewer workers, technology in this recession is acting as an accelerator in
two ways. For one, it is prompting governments to more quickly adopt some of the practices they
had on the back burner. Cloud computing is a classic example: Some of the old hesitancies about
cloud security are giving way as governments consider the value of not having to fully support and
protect in-house solutions. Governments that have prioritized cloud technologies say it has not only
enabled employees to telework but in many cases made them more productive. What’s more, it
tends to save money. Migrating to cloud-based software, services, and databases frees up funds
that otherwise would have been spent on costly on-site systems.
Public- and private-sector technology executives say these experiences will accelerate the adoption
of cloud and software-as-a-service. A Flexera survey in 2020 found that 59% of enterprise IT leaders
plan to increase cloud adoption as a result of COVID-19. The Atlas/ELGL/SeeClickFix/Route Fifty
survey also indicates a permanent shift in adoption. Fully 80% of survey respondents said they
believed the shift from paper to digital processes would be permanent, and 76% said their
governments were likely to adopt more software to streamline public services. Nearly half also
planned to implement new technology to further improve work-from-home schedules and flexibility,
online revenue and payment capture, and community engagement.
Technology also is accelerating an attitude shift. The pandemic forced governments to adopt new
ways of operating not because they necessarily wanted to but simply because they didn’t have
another option. Developments that would have normally taken years to implement were instead
done in a matter of months or even days. Officials have now seen that it’s possible to change
tracks quickly and successfully, but the degree to which this mindset sticks in a post-pandemic
world depends on how leaders manage the crisis. This mindset requires agility and flexibility, but it
also takes planning and purposeful engagement at all levels of government.

Brownsville, Texas, is one example of this: Early in the pandemic, city officials engaged in continuity
planning that included goal-setting and mission statements in areas like public health and citizens’
quality of life. Employees were engaged in the process, and many took part in a leadership mindset
session to help them avoid typical disaster-response pitfalls such as fear of innovation or
indecision leading to inaction. The idea, said City Manager Noel Bernal, was to set expectations
early. “Back in March, I said ‘Don’t be surprised if 18 months from now, we’re all still dealing with
this,’” he said. “They were ready for the marathon.”
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No one could have predicted the pandemic in 2020. But it’s still possible to prepare for the
unpredictable. Nearly a decade before the spread of COVID-19 created a national health emergency,
Springfield, Massachusetts, was putting the building blocks in place that ultimately helped it respond
quickly to this latest crisis.

Back in 2011, a tornado tore through western Massachusetts carving a 39-mile path of
destruction and killing three people. Springfield lay smack in the middle of the west-to-east path
of the storm, which devastated the city and destroyed 500 buildings. Making matters even more
difficult, the city was on shaky financial ground. For five years, it had been operating under a state
financial control board that took over after previous administrations had racked up deep deficits.
The city won back local control in 2009, but it still had a lot of work to do.
The city’s response to the disaster while also continuing to rebuild its finances gave leaders the
experience and tools they needed to respond quickly to COVID-19. Officials and agency heads
became experts on working with the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the state to
track disaster expenses and quickly get reimbursed. They got experience in how to redeploy staff
quickly. And they hired consultants to help with strengthening the city’s budget and fiscal
sustainability.
Fortuitously, most of the city’s key leadership was still intact nine years later when COVID hit. “We
never planned for it, but we had the steps in place,” said Mayor Domenic Sarno. “We were ready to
go from Day One.”
When the pandemic hit, Springfield immediately honed in on three areas: preserving core services,
protecting workers, and making sure its fiscal house was in order. Hiring and spending freezes
immediately went into effect, and the finance department scrupulously tracked pandemic-related
expenses for reimbursement. The nearly $730 million annual budget took a $5 million hit, but
thanks in part to fiscal-sustainability practices like conducting an annual debt-affordability study
and having a three-year financial plan, Springfield was able to absorb the shock without any
layoffs or cutbacks in core services. Strong fiscal management also enabled city officials to
address economic stability by redirecting money to increase support services for businesses,
families, and schools.
While the pandemic has certainly put a pause on Springfield’s turnaround, the city’s experience in
disaster management and rebuilding its finances over the last decade created a ready-made
playbook to turn to in the current crisis. “We were really on a roll with our downtown and
neighborhood investments and this has undeniably set us back,” said Sarno, “but we are
positioning ourselves now to come out of this quick and strong so that we can soar again.”
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Crises are a time for reinvention and transformation. Governments have demonstrated
remarkable adaptability over the last year, making leaps forward that many would have thought
impossible at the beginning of 2020. In a testament to that effort, a National Research
Center/Polco survey found that the number of citizens who believed their city or county was
“generally acting in the best interest of the community” rose from 53% to 71% during the
pandemic. Confidence in local government overall increased from 51% to 64%.
It’s a clear signal that governments and its workers can be nimble, flexible and creative — all
while serving the public better. Many challenges remain, and tax-revenue recovery is still
uncertain. But the last year has ushered in a new mindset for many government workers and for
the residents they serve. It also has demonstrated that while we can’t predict what the next
disaster will be, we can still plan for it. Those places dedicated to their transformation now are
not only helping ensure their sustainability in the near future, they’re ensuring their adaptability
for the long haul.
.
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